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Network measurements play a key role in the network neutrality debate. In
this paper, the authors set up measurement experiments, both at the client
and server side, to inform the discussion around the Facebook Free Basics
program. Free Basics is an initiative to provide zero-rated web services in
developing countries that fired up concerns about creating unfair advantage
over normal paid services as well as potential negative e↵ects on first-time
Internet users because of poor performance.
Notably, to “deconstruct Free Basics from within its walled garden”, the
authors developed and deployed their own web services on the Free Basics
platform, including an educational site publishing free English-language and
Mathematics educational material. As clients, they used mobile phones with
Free Basics SIM connections in Pakistan and South Africa (they use each
phone as a Wi-Fi hotspot and tether a laptop to it).
This study provides a better understanding of Facebook’s two-proxies architecture used in Free Basics, their caching policies and e↵ects of path inflation as well as throttling operated both by Facebook proxies and cellular
providers. Reviewers provided extensive feedback and unanimously agreed
on the significance of the contribution. In particular, they found interesting
that the arbitrary throttling policies by cellular providers documented in this
paper were apparently unknown to Facebook (according to the authors).
Another important contribution of this work – relevant to CCR’s e↵orts to
promote reproducibility – is a public repository with all the data collected
and the code used to run the experiments. The authors also include the
analysis code they used in processing the data and generating the results and
the graphs. Reviewers and authors worked together to make this repository
useful to anyone who wants to reproduce parts of this study or build on top
of it. We hope to see increasing e↵orts in this direction in the near future.
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For network measurements studies, expecially when related to performance,
being capable to assess and reuse public dataset is becoming more and more
important, although challenging for a combination of di↵erent e↵ects. It is
then to applaude authors e↵orts whenever they managed to overcome obstacles and contribute to the community data and functional code. The work
done get also a further level of importance considering it relates to a novel
service, hence the material can result an interesting baseline for comparison
of future evolution of the considered service.
The repository related to this work contains di↵erent artifacts, organized
with respect to the di↵erent analysis performed, all well documented including purpose of code, and software packages dependancy. The repository
o↵ers both (raw) data and scripts to generate the plots in the paper, which
indeed work perfectly. It also contains the code used to perform the measurement campaigns, which unfortunately could not be tested as it requires some
instrumentation (e.g., a SIM for an operator supporting the FreeBasic service). Nevertheless, I still believe this code to be a relevant contribution and
reference starting point for anybody interested in studying this new service.
For this reason, I attribute to this work the badge Artifacts Evaluated
Functional.
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ABSTRACT
Free Basics is a Facebook initiative to provide zero-rated
web services in developing countries. The program has grown
rapidly to 60+ countries in the past two years [15]. But it
has also seen strong opposition from Internet activists and
has been banned in some countries like India [4, 12, 13, 23].
Facebook highlights the societal benefits of providing lowincome populations with free Internet access, while detractors point to concerns about privacy and network neutrality.
In this paper, we provide the first independent analysis of
such claims regarding the Free Basics service, using both
the perspective of a Free Basics service provider and of web
clients visiting the service via cellular phones providing access to Free Basics in Pakistan and South Africa.
Specifically, with control of both endpoints, we not only
provide a more detailed view of how the Free Basics service
is architected [14], but also can isolate the likely causes of
network performance impairments. Our analysis reveals that
Free Basics services experience 4 to 12 times worse network
performance than their paid counterparts. We isolate the root
causes using factors such as network path inflation and throttling policies by Facebook and telecom service providers.
The Free Basics service and its restrictions are designed
with assumptions about users’ device capabilities (e.g., lack
of JavaScript support). To evaluate such assumptions, we
infer the types of mobile devices that generated 47K unique
visitors to our Free Basics services between Sep 2016 and
Jan 2017. We find that there are large numbers of requests
from constrained WAP browsers, but also large fractions of
high-capability mobile phones that send Free Basics requests.
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We discuss the implications of our observations, with the
hope to aid more informed debates on such telecom policies.

1. INTRODUCTION
Facebook started the Free Basics program in 2015 in collaboration with cellular providers in some developing countries [10]. Subscribers of these telecom providers can access
a set of web services on their mobile phone browsers, or via
an Android app [5], without incurring data charges. Over
the last two years, the program has grown to 60+ countries
across Asia, Africa, South and Central America [15], with
25 new countries added since May 2016. Facebook claims
that their goal with Free Basics is to bring more people online, in an effort to curb the digital divide [2].
The program has been strongly opposed by Internet activists, who have raised concerns about (i) lack of data privacy from Facebook, which maintains the proxies through
which all Free Basics web requests and responses flow [7]
and (ii) unfairness against paid web services losing users
to the Free Basics services [6]. Such debates have paved
the way for telecom regulators to ban this program in India [4,13]. In countries with Free Basics, there are additional
concerns about whether the program is actually used [9], and
whether the users are really first-time Internet users as Facebook claims [3].
While there is no shortage of bluster, there is a paucity of
independent, empirical analysis to evaluate the above claims.
In our prior work [28], we made initial, preliminary observations about available Free Basics services and their network
quality of service (QoS), using client-side measurements in
Pakistan and South Africa. Importantly, we did not conduct
a data-driven analysis of Facebook’s claims about Free Basics users, data privacy, or network neutrality. In this paper,
we develop new methodologies and conduct new analysis to
address these topics.
Specifically, we implement our own web services and deploy them as part of the Free Basics program. Leveraging
this additional vantage point of the web server under control,
we perform careful experiments to identify multiple causes
for the network performance gap between paid web services

and zero-rated Free Basics services. We find there is (i) substantially higher latency along the paths through the Facebook proxies than via the direct paths, (ii) throttling at Facebook proxies that limit Free Basics traffic to 150 Kbps and
(iii) different traffic differentiation policies by individual cellular providers, causing 6 times lower client-side throughput
in two Pakistani providers. Section 5 discusses these experimental observations, along with details of the Facebook
proxy network, caching, and data encryption policies.
Using the deployed services, we also characterize the mobile device capabilities of 47K unique visitors1 who visited
our services between Sep 2016 and Jan 2017 (Section 6).
Such analysis gives some indication of the socio-economic
background of these visitors, whom Facebook claims to be
poor first time Internet users in the developing countries.
We have communicated these observations to the Facebook Free Basics team. Further to help inform the public
debate and allow others to repeat our experiments, we make
all of our code and data publicly available2 .
We discuss these interactions with Facebook and the implications of our observations in context of the Free Basics
debate in Section 7, and conclude the paper in Section 8.

2.

RELATED WORK

Several related studies evaluate network performance in
developing countries. Some found that DNS servers and a
lack of good caching infrastructure are the primary causes
of poor performance in some regions [20,34]. Another study
has shown CDN server placements and routing protocols as
primary performance bottlenecks [29]. To provide Internet
connectivity in these environments, there are several efforts
that include building low cost network infrastructure (e.g.,
using long distance WiFi [26] and software cellular base stations [19]), developing low cost data communication channels (e.g., using SMS or voice) [22], deploying specialized
web proxies for developing countries [32], and customizing
applications for low-end feature phones [25, 27].
Unlike previous work, this paper measures network QoS
in developing regions in the context of Facebook’s Free Basics program. Given that this particular program has been
deployed in 60+ developing countries, some of them with the
world’s highest population densities [16], identifying such
limitations potentially impacts large numbers of users.
Molavi et al. [24] measured traffic differentiation by cellular providers for normal web services; we apply similar
methodologies to identify such practices for Free Basics proxies and Free Basics cellular providers. Similarly, our approach of using clients and web servers that we control was
explored previously for debugging middlebox and proxy behaviors [33].
The topic of how users interact with zero-rated services in
1

In this paper, we focus on the mobile devices used by the
users. Please refer to our orthogonal work [30] to see user
analysis based on their country, language and interests.
2
https://bitbucket.org/rijurekha/freebasics_ccr
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developed and developing regions was the focus of work by
Chen et al. [21], which used client-side measurements and
surveys to inform their analysis. Unlike this study, we use
a web server as our vantage point and focus specifically on
understanding whether Free Basics users are in fact low socioeconomic status populations based on the cost of mobile
devices that they use to access our service. We use the same
methodology as in our previous work [18] for mapping devices to cellular capabilities using online phone databases.

3. BACKGROUND
We described the system architecture of Free Basics in
our prior work [28]. We include the description here for
comprehensiveness.

Figure 1: Free Basics architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the Free Basics service comprises
three independent service providers: (i) network service provider:
the cellular carriers that agree to carry data for any Free Basics service at no cost to the end user, (ii) Free Basics proxy
service provider: all Free Basics traffic is routed via proxies that are currently run by Facebook, and (iii) web service
providers: to have their services accessed by Free Basics
users, web site operators are required to first re-design their
services following a set of technical requirements [14] and
next apply to have their service approved by the proxy service provider [8]. Any mobile subscriber of the participating
network service providers can access (free of charge) the list
of approved web services by going to freebasics.com
using their mobile browser or by installing the Free Basics
mobile application [5] (while connected to their cellular provider’s
network).

Figure 2: Experimental setup
Figure 2 repeats the experimental setup we used in our
prior work [28], that we reuse in this paper as well. For
both works, we created this setup in the Lahore University
of Management Sciences in Pakistan and University of Cape
Town in South Africa. The authors from each of these two
locations set up a smartphone with the necessary SIM connection. This smartphone acts as a Wi-Fi hotspot with a
Volume 47 Issue 5, October 2017

desktop tethered to it. We use a remote connection to the
desktop to measure Free Basics via crawler scripts (with
browser user-agent spoofed to an appropriate mobile web
browser) and network monitoring tools.
In [28], we crawled the pages for the normal Internet versions of the same services, over the same cellular provider
but with paid network connection (where downloads count
against a data plan unlike Free Basics content). We extracted
the URLs for downloading the normal Internet versions of
the web services from their corresponding Free Basics URLs
in an automated way.3
We describe here a key experiment and its main observation from our prior work [28], that motivated the network
analysis (Section 5) in this paper. In [28], we took three representative services in Pakistan - BBC, Cricinfo and Mustakbil (a Pakistani job portal) and downloaded the landing
page of each service and also all pages linked to this first
page. We logged the download time and the size for each
page, which are used for head-to-head comparison between
these Free Basics services and their paid counterparts. We
did the same experiment for BBC Free Basics and BBC paid
versions in South Africa.
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Figure 3: CDF of page fetch speeds
Figure 3 shows the CDF of network speeds observed for
the two versions of the same services. We saw a marked
difference in the two speed distributions in Pakistan, the median speed being 4 times slower for Free Basics (80 Kbps),
compared to the paid version of the same service (320 Kbps).
The curve for the paid services showed a wide range of speeds
typical of cellular broadband access, and indicating that the
provider has a capacity greater than 1Mbps. However, Free
Basics downloads never experienced more than 128 Kbps.
The difference between the paid and free versions of BBC in
3
Currently,
Free
Basics
URLs
use
a
common
format,
"https://http[s][subdomains-separated-by-dashes]-[domain][tld].0.freebasics.com/[URI]?iorg_service_id_internal=[...]",
where
the
corresponding
URL
is
“http[s]://subdomain.domain.tld/URI”.
For
example,
the Free Basics URL https://http-examplecom.0.freebasics.com/test/?... can be converted to the
non zero-rated version http://example.com/test.
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South Africa was less than that in Pakistan. Still, in South
Africa too, the free version never exceeded 600 Kbps, while
the paid version sees more than double those peak speeds.
It was difficult to attribute this network performance differences to carrier-imposed throttling, proxy-imposed throttling, or path inflation on the path that includes the proxy.
Isolating the source is part of this paper (Section 5).

4. SERVICE DEPLOYMENT
To deconstruct Free Basics from within its walled garden,
we developed our own web services and deployed them on
the Free Basics platform. This deployment serves two purposes. First, we can use the services as vantage points to
study the server-side architecture of Free Basics. As we
show in Section 5, this helps us to identify the root causes
for the differentiated network performance observed in [28].
Secondly, we can also study the Free Basics users who visit
the site (which was done with IRB approval), especially to
analyze their mobile device characteristics as a possible indicator of the users’ socio-economic backgrounds.
Bugle News.
We built an RSS aggregator service called
Bugle News4 that fetches RSS feeds from news organizations including BBC, CNN, and Reuters, and provides users
with corresponding headlines/ledes. The news stories are
organized by topic and country. The service was offered in
English between September 17th and December 15, 2016
and has been available in English, French and Spanish since
December 16, 2016.
Learn Basics.
We built an educational service called
Learn Basics5 that publishes free English-language and Mathematics educational material made available under the Creative Commons license. This service has been offered in
English since July 2, 2016.

5. NETWORK CHARACTERIZATION
Net neutrality has been one of the primary points of opposition of the Free Basics program [6]. There have been
concerns that the Free Basics services would have an unfair advantage over normal paid web services. In addition,
the network quality of service (QoS) afforded to Free Basics
services has important implications. Low QoS might reduce
the appeal of the free content and cause users to disengage
with certain services. It can also create a poor Internet experience for users coming online for the first time.
We made some preliminary observations about the network QoS differences between Free Basics and paid versions of the same service like BBC in our prior work [28].
However, whether it was caused by Facebook’s Free Basics architecture or throttling policies of the cellular provider
bearing the expenses of the Free Basics program, remained
open questions. In this section, we isolate the root causes
4
5

http://newsbugle.mpi-sws.org/
http://learnbasics.mpi-sws.org/
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of Free Basics service performance by measuring the Facebook proxy architecture, caching policies, and network performance across different cellular providers.

Network entity
Mobile clients
Web servers

5.1

FB C-Proxy

Data Collection Methodology

In the Free Basics architecture [14, 28], mobile clients
send requests to web services, via Facebook’s proxies. In
our experiments to examine network QoS, we control two
vantage points in this architecture.
Mobile clients: On the client side, we build the same
experimental testbed (Figure 2) as described in our prior
work [28]. We use mobile phones with Free Basics SIM
connections in Pakistan and South Africa. The phone is set
up as a Wi-Fi hotspot and a laptop is tethered to it. The laptop has a separate ethernet connection for remote access.
Scripts are run on the laptop, to crawl Free Basics and paid
versions of the same web service. The crawler uses the laptop’s Wi-Fi connection, which in turn uses the phone’s cellular connection for Internet access. No other devices connect
to the phone hotspot. The tethered connection can support
up to 14 Mbps download and 2.5 Mbps upload speeds, as
tested with speedtest.net. The cellular connection data rates
on the phones are much lower than this, hence the tethered
connection does not form a bottleneck in our testbed. We
log packet traces, for offline analysis of client side network
performance.
We also use SIM cards from different cellular providers,
namely Telenor and Zong in Pakistan. The goal is to compare network performance for the same server-client locations, for different service providers. We will refer to our
two mobile clients as PK (client in Pakistan) and SA (client
in South Africa) respectively. The SA client uses a SIM connection from Cell C.
Web server: Our Bugle News and Learn Basics servers
are the other type of vantage points in our experimental setup.
Client scripts crawl the content hosted at these servers, predominantly Learn Basics. Learn Basics has static content,
which helps us rerun the same experiment at various times
of the day over different days. This is necessary to get statistically significant results, but would be difficult in Bugle
News with its dynamic news content.
We host the server primarily in Germany, but also move
it periodically to other locations using Amazon EC2 hosting
facilities and DNS redirection. The goal is to understand
how the Facebook proxy path changes, based on different
server-client geographical locations.

5.2

Facebook Proxies

Hosting Learn Basics in Virginia, Sao Paolo, Mumbai,
Tokyo and Sydney, we crawl the site 20 times over 2 days,
from each mobile client. Learn Basics has 25 URLs, so each
crawl generates 25 HTTP requests. In all we have 20*2*25 =
1,000 HTTP requests for each of the ten client-server pairs.
We collect traces at both client and server side and extract
the IP addresses for the HTTP requests. We geo-locate these
ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review

FB S-Proxy

Geographical locations
Pakistan, South Africa
Germany, Virginia, Sao Paolo,
Mumbai, Tokyo, Sydney
London (primary for SA),
Frankfurt (primary for PK),
Marseille, Paris, Singapore, Los Angeles
Lulea (Sweden)
Prineville, OR (USA)

Table 1: Geographical locations of network entities.

Figure 4: An example of the Free Basics proxy locations for
a given pair of client/server location in our experiments.
IP addresses by inferring information gathered from whois
and geographic information encoded in PTR records for IP
addresses near the server found via traceroute.
Architecture.
Our first observation about the Facebook
proxy architecture is that the IP address to which our mobile
client sends HTTP requests is not the same as the IP address
which sends HTTP requests to our web server. Both these IP
addresses are owned by Facebook, indicating that Free Basics requests traverse at least two Facebook proxies between
the client and server.
Table 1 shows the geographical locations of the different
Free Basics network entities. We use “FB C-Proxy” to indicate the Client-side proxy that receives requests from mobile clients. Similarly, we refer to the proxy that contacts
our Web server as the “FB S-Proxy.” We find that each
of our mobile clients in a given location sends 95% of the
requests to a single FB C-Proxy, which is labeled as “primary” in the table. For the PK client, this is in Frankfurt and
for the SA client, it is in London. FB S-Proxy IPs are geolocated to Facebook data centers, either in Lulea, Sweden or
at Prineville in Oregon, USA.
The server locations used in the Facebook proxy architecture remained stable during the measurement period and
were independent of the location of the web server. Figure 4
shows an instance of the Free Basics network entities during our experiment. The Free Basics path through proxies
is shown in solid lines. The direct path, used for non Free
Basics web requests, is shown with dotted lines. We measure ping delays along both paths and analyze network path
inflations and associated latencies next.
Path latencies and inflation.

We compared direct-path
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Figure 5: Ping delays for different web server locations for
PK client.
RTT latency from our client to our server with the measureable latencies along the Free Basics proxy paths. Figure 5
and Figure 6 show the CDF of ping delays for the PK and
SA clients respectively. The solid lines denote the sum of
the ping latencies from (i) the mobile client to FB C-Proxy
and (ii) FB S-Proxy to the web server. There may be more
machines between these two identified proxies. Thus this
partial path latency is a lower bound on the actual Free Basics path latency. We call this lower bound latency as "FRB"
in the figure. The dotted lines denote the ping delays between the mobile client and the web server and we call this
"direct".
For the PK client with web servers at Sydney and Sao
Paolo, direct latencies are larger than FRB in 30% to 50%
cases. Recall that the FRB path is lower bound on the endto-end latency through the Free Basics proxies because we
cannot measure the segment between the C-Proxy and SProxy.6 For the specific cases where direct latencies are
large, we find that the FB S-Proxy is in the US and the FB
C-Proxy is in Frankfurt. The latency between the Frankfurt
and the US proxies (⇡190 ms), if added to FRB, will make
the end-to-end Free Basics latency higher than direct.
In all other cases, direct latencies are smaller than the FRB
latencies. The difference varies based on the server location. For the PK client, the difference is small for Virginia
and Sao Paolo, moderate for Sydney and high for Mumbai
and Tokyo. For the SA client, Tokyo and Sydney see lower
differences, while Sao Paolo, Mumbai and Virginia see increasingly higher differences. In summary, path inflation is
pervasive in Free Basics and Facebook makes no observable attempt to optimize it based on the relative locations of
clients and servers.
An important question is whether such path inflation explains the reduced performance on Free Basics we observed
in our prior work [28]. In the next section, we control for
6
Note that this segment may itself contain one or more additional proxies, but we do not have sufficient visibility to
determine whether this is the case.
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Figure 6: Ping delays for different web server locations for
SA client.
the proxy path latencies such that they are identical to those
along the direct path. As we show, path inflation alone does
not explain performance differences.

5.3

Throttling Policies

We now determine whether page-download performance
is limited by anything other than end-to-end delay. We use
the Learn Basics server running in Germany and the PK
client. As the Facebook proxies are in Frankfurt and Sweden for this server-client pair, the latency difference between
direct and proxy paths is minimal.
We create a 3 MB HTML file and include it using a hidden
link on the Learn Basics web page. Facebook periodically
crawls sites to determine which URLs to whitelist for availability via Free Basics. If a URL is not linked directly from
a page already publicly available from the homepage, then
it is not allowed. Thus, to use a large file to test bandwidth,
we need to make it linked from a public page. However, we
do not want users to download such a large file. To avoid
this, we make the link hidden to the user, but visible for our
crawler.
We fetch this object 300 times each for paid and Free Basics connections, using a Telenor SIM, interleaving the Free
Basics and paid requests using identical HTTP headers. We
run the same experiment for another cellular provider Zong,
on the same day. We repeat the whole experiment the next
day in reverse order, with Zong used first, followed by Telenor.
We calculate throughputs using packet traces gathered both
at the server and the client. We plot the following CDF
curves for Telenor (Figure 7) and Zong (Figure 8):
• FRB client: between client and FB C-Proxy
• FRB server: between FB S-Proxy and server
• NFRB client: between client and cellular provider
• NFRB server: between cellular provider and server
The first observation is the gap between the red solid and
blue solid lines, showing that FRB clients see substantially
lower average throughput compared to NFRB clients. This
Volume 47 Issue 5, October 2017
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Figure 7: Telenor throughput along alternative paths to our ser-Figure 8: Zong throughput along alternative paths to our service, indicating throttling near 120 Kbps (solid red line).
vice, indicating throttling near 20 Kbps (solid red line).
is what we also observed in our prior work [28]. When using
the same SIM card, requests for paid content gets 4x-12x
higher throughput than for zero-rated content.
The second interesting observation is the gap between the
red dotted and blue dotted lines, which are the FRB and
NFRB server side throughputs. The FB S-Proxy appears
to self-throttle throughput at 150 Kbps, while the NFRB
throughput peaks at 450 and 550 Kbps for Zong and Telenor
respectively. Thus server-side throughput is lower for FRB
than paid, giving one cause of throughput differences perceived by clients.
Another interesting observation comes from comparing
the red solid lines between the two graphs. It indicates that,
in addition to the server side self-throttling by FB S-Proxy,
there can be additional throttling along the path from the FB
S-Proxy to the client. Specifically, the client-side median
throughputs are 120 Kbps for Telenor and only 20 Kbps for
Zong.
In this case, the bottleneck can be between the FB S-Proxy
and FB C-Proxy, and/or between the FB C-Proxy and the
client. It is highly unlikely that the network is the bottleneck
between the proxies. Further, the bottleneck rates are different from the FB C-Proxy to the clients in different ISPs.
Thus, we believe it is likely that the cause of the low bandwidth is ISP throttling because the NFRB performance from
the same clients is high, and the FB C-Proxy is unlikely to
have ISP-specific throttling policies. Note that the difference
between Zong and Telenor is not because of their coverage
difference. We use a 4G SIM card for both connections, and
if coverage were an issue, then the paid bandwidth would
have shown the same differences between the two providers.
Thus though Free Basics services are at an advantage due
to zero rating (potentially violating net neutrality), the network QoS each service gets depends on Facebook-imposed
and the cellular-provider-imposed limits (another potential
net neutrality violation). Further, different clients can see
different performance for the same service, depending on
which cellular provider they use.
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5.4

Caching Policies

In our prior work [28], we reported that Facebook did
not cache content. We re-examine this here and evaluate
whether server-specified caching policies are respected. We
find cache headers are respected for HTML and PHP files,
but violated for images. We detect this as the Learn Basics content are textbook pages included as PNG images in
HTML. We find requests for these images never come to
our web server, and we are unable to measure server side
throughput for experiments mentioned in the last section.
Since traffic between client and Facebook C-Proxy is encrypted, we use mitmproxy at the client to look at the cache
headers. We see our server policy of "Cache-Control: maxage=0, no-cache, no-store, must-revalidate" to be over-written
to "Cache-Control: public, max-age=0" for the image files.
Since we only experimented with HTML pages in [28], our
observation there was limited. The current observation, that
cache headers are respected for HTML and PHP files, but
violated for images, over-rides our prior observation.

6. DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION
There have been discussions about the target population of
Facebook’s Free Basics program [3]. Facebook claims that
Free Basics brings millions of poor people online [1]. In
this section, we analyze how well Facebook is able to reach
the target population by analyzing the capabilities of user devices that send requests to our Bugle News and Learn Basics
servers. Though only a subset of the Free Basics users visit
these services, our analysis can give useful insights on the
distribution of mobile devices for this user sample.
Along with the device analysis of all web requests, we
also present a separate analysis of requests coming from only
Pakistan. Our goal is to analyze how the Free Basics devices in our dataset compare to the devices seen by a cellular
provider in Pakistan [18].

6.1

Data Collection Methodology

As mentioned earlier, the Free Basics users’ requests come
Volume 47 Issue 5, October 2017
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Figure 9: Devices from 50 vendors send 90% of requests.
to our web server through the Facebook proxies. The proxies set the “User-Agent” HTTP header to the original useragent string from the requesting mobile browser, which can
provide useful clues about the browser and device type being
used. We assume that when a device type is specified, it is
done so correctly, as we are unaware of any reason why this
might be untrue.
We collect 706K non-empty strings across the two services (51K for Pakistan, which is ⇠7.2% of overall requests).
Table 2 shows the fraction of user-agent strings belonging to
different categories. We find that significant fractions are
mapped to WAP browsers or Generic Android, for which
the mobile device model cannot be inferred. For the remaining 60.94% of requests, we successfully map 55.4% to their
specific mobile-device model using the WURFL [17] opensource tool. For Pakistan, 39.5% requests are mapped to
devices.
For the devices mapped using WURFL, Figure 9 shows
a CDF of the fraction of requests made by each device type
(log-scale x-axis). While we find a large diversity of devices accessing the service overall, there is a small number
of devices that are substantially more popular than the others. Specifically, we find that devices from the top 50 vendors send 90% of the overall requests (shown with a vertical
line), while a long tail of other 400 vendors’ devices send
the remaining 10% of the requests.
Using the same methodology as in [18], we crawl information from an online mobile phone database [11]. This
gives the supported cellular interfaces (GSM, GPRS, EDGE,
HSDPA and LTE) for devices from the top 50 vendors.

6.2

Prevalence of WAP Browsers

Table 2 indicates that a large percentage of requests use
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WAP browsers (⇠28% of the requests coming from all countries and ⇠51% from Pakistan). This high percentage of
WAP requests shows there is a significant portion of constrainedcapability browsers in our sample. Thus, it makes sense
to follow the Free Basics technical restrictions of removing Javascript and rich multimedia from the web services,
to support these browsers.
While we cannot determine the device type in these scenarios, we can extract the browser type based on the useragent string. Figure 10 shows the percentage of requests
from different WAP browsers. Opera Mini versions 4 and 5
dominate the requests. A small percentage of requests comes
from others like MAUI and Dorado. Thus, when deploying
services to Free Basics it is important to consider how a page
will render in Opera Mini, since it is likely to impact a large
fraction of users.

6.3

Capabilities of non-WAP Devices

We next analyze the set of requests that come from nonWAP browsers. As seen from Table 2, these constitute ⇠70%
of the requests from all countries and ⇠50% of the requests
from Pakistan. These contain either (i) "Generic Android"
user agent strings or (ii) device specific user agent strings,
that we map to particular mobile phone models and extract
their supported cellular technology information.
Figure 11 shows the proportion of Android OS versions
among the requests. We also include the corresponding percentages seen by Ahmad et al. [18] as the last bar for each
Android OS version. We find lower OS versions like Android 2.1, 2.3 and 4.1 in [18] have been replaced by higher
OS versions like Android 4.4 and 5.1 in our dataset.
Figure 12 shows the percentage of devices and requests
supporting each of the five cellular technologies, separately
for all requests and those for Pakistan. Here also we include the corresponding percentages seen by Ahmad et. al.,
in [18], as the last bar for each cellular technology. The device distribution for our Free Basics users differs substantially from those in previous work [18]. Instead of lower
data rate technologies like GSM, GPRS and EDGE dominating device proportions, our dataset is dominated by devices
with higher data rate technologies like HSDPA and LTE.
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cellular dataset.
While the devices support higher data rate cellular technologies, we can not infer whether the user actually uses
a higher data rate SIM card or whether the user’s cellular
provider has support for HSDPA/LTE where he/she lives.
Moreover, Facebook proxies throttle throughput on the server
side (as shown in Section 5). Hence, we cannot reliably infer the cellular technology actually in use by looking at peak
traffic rates at our web server.
Given these caveats, the conservative conclusion to draw
from these analyses is the presence of a good proportion
of high end mobile devices among Free Basics users, along
with good proportion of WAP users. Thus, we see a mixed
population of high and low capability devices among the
Free Basics requests to our web servers. This indicates Facebook is reaching some of the constrained devices it targets,
while other users with better phones are also using this program. Our methodology is also useful for reasons other than
informing the target population debate. We have a scalable
way of measuring a sample of users and the devices they
have, which is useful to inform designs of future Free Basics
services.
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Figure 12: Proportion of cellular interfaces
These results suggest that a large fraction of requests (⇠40%
from all countries and ⇠31% from Pakistan) are from users
with modern smartphones providing full Web browsers. As
high socioeconomic status is highly correlated with sophisticated smartphone ownership [31], this indicates that a substantial fraction of Free Basics users do not match the target
audience that the service aims to reach (i.e., users with feature phones).

6.4

Conclusions

There can be two ways to explain the shift towards higher
capability phone models, as seen for our non-WAP requests:
(i) the dataset in [18] was from Jhelum district in Pakistan,
which is semi-urban and hence had lower penetration of highend smart phones. Most non-WAP requests coming to our
Free Basics services are from high-end smart phones. This
implies that these devices are potentially from urban areas.
(ii) Since the dataset in [18] was from Dec, 2014, the distribution of phones in semi-urban areas in Pakistan has changed
over the past two years. However it seems unlikely that it
would change to the observed extent. It is difficult to differentiate these two cases, without more fine-grained location
information for our Free Basics users or from a more recent
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7. IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we list some of the implications of our
measurement data in the context of the Free Basics debate [4,
13]. We also describe our interaction with Facebook to communicate our observations and their feedback.
Data privacy from Facebook.
A significant point of
concern against Free Basics is the flow of web requests and
responses through Facebook’s proxies [7]. Our measurements validate Facebook’s advertised architecture [14]. We
found at least two proxy machines belonging to Facebook,
between the mobile client and our web server. We also found
traffic between client and the first proxy to be encrypted. The
segment between the second proxy and our servers was unencrypted, as our services did not support HTTPS.
Net Neutrality.
A second point of concern against the
Free Basics program is the unfair advantage free web services have over their paid counterparts, violating net neutrality [6]. Adding data to this debate requires measurements
of services within and outside the Free Basics program, and
possibly comparisons of their temporal growth in user base,
keeping other factors constant. In addition, surveys of users
to understand how, why, and how often they use Free Basics
vs. paid services would help inform this debate. Both these
approaches are beyond the scope of this paper.
Here, we ask a related question on the topic of net neutrality: whether there is any caveat to the advantages enjoyed
by the free web services. As shown in our experiments, Free
Basics services can see 4-12 times worse network performance than their paid counterparts and there are multiple
factors contributing to this performance gap. This implies
that the net neutrality debate should not simply focus on the
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advantage of zero-rated services, but also consider the constraints imposed on such free services.
Matching the target population.
A third concern against
Free Basics has been validity of the claim to bring millions
of poor and first time Internet users online [3]. We used
a server-side approach to characterize the devices that sent
us requests. Our observations indicate there is no simple
answer to this question, given that there are large fractions
of high-capability mobile phones, but also large numbers of
requests from constrained WAP browsers. We will complement our server side analysis of socio-economic background
with client side user surveys as part of our future work.
Discussions with Facebook.
We communicated our
measurement methodology and empirical observations to the
Facebook Free Basics team. We did this in the form of a research talk followed by a Q/A session at the Facebook headquarters. The most interesting outcome was Facebook’s surprised reaction at the arbitrary bandwidth throttling policies
of the different cellular providers. This highlights the importance of third party independent audits of a complex, global
program like Free Basics, as presented in this paper. The
mobile users, telecom operators, Facebook and web service
providers form a complex eco-system in Free Basics. Additionally, there are regional variations in operator policies
and locally relevant web content across the 60+ developing
countries where the program is deployed. Under such circumstances, a key participant like Facebook can also find
it difficult to keep track of all aspects, making transparency
studies like ours a necessity.

8.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we analyzed the network architecture and
policies responsible for observed network QoS in Free Basics, and also the mobile device capabilities from which the
service requests come. These observations, along with our
orthogonal work on harnessing Free Basics to target useful
applications to developing region populations [30], can increase the transparency of this program and assess its impact. This can be vital for more informed public debates
on allowing or banning such a program in future and more
nuanced dialogues between telecom regulatory authorities,
cellular providers and Facebook.

9.
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APPENDIX
A. CODE AND DATA
To make our results reproducible, we have created a public repository of the code and data used in the project. As
described in the paper, the experimental setups for this work
have been non-trivial. Still, if someone wants to conduct the
experiments again, please get in touch with us. Both our web
services are live on Free Basics, continuously accumulating
visits from the ever growing number of Free Basics countries. Our collaborators in Pakistan and South Africa, who
helped us conduct the client side measurements, are our coauthors in this paper. Thus they can help to conduct similar
client side measurements in future, in these two countries.
In the public repository 7 , we make available all the data
collected in our experiments. We also include the code used
to run the experiments, and the analysis code used in processing the data and generating the results and the graphs.
Below we give a description of the repository, in connection
to the different sections in the paper.

A.1

Network Characterization

The code and data for the discussions in Section 5 are in
two folders: 4_ec2_experiments and 5_throttling_pakistan.
Path latencies and inflation.
The 4_ec2_experiments
folder has a python script frb_crawl.py (with comments describing what it does). This script is run on the client side
laptop, to fetch content from our Learn Basics server. The
client side laptop further runs mitmproxy, to record the requests and the responses and the IP addresses with which it
communicates. The server side runs tcpdump to store all incoming requests in pcap files, from which the requests coming from our clients are filtered using the string "Amreesh"
in the user-agent field.
The 4_ec2_experiments folder has two sub-folders, one
for Pakistan and the other for South Africa. Within each
subfolder are three subfolders clientside/ (contains the client
side logs from mitmproxy), serverside/ (contains the severside pcaps using tcpdump) and server-client-matched/ (where
our client outgoing requests are matched with server side incoming requests). Both the clientside/ and serverside/ folders have python scripts to process the mitmproxy and tcpdump outputs and generate text files. The server-client-matched/
folder has a script times.sh, which computes the ping latency
from mobile to C-Proxy and that between S-Proxy and our
web server. The cdf.pl scipt computes the CDF of these latencies and cdf.gnu script plots the graphs (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6).
Throttling Policies.
5_throttling_pakistan contains similar python crawler scripts frb_crawl.py and nfrb_crawl.py,
to fetch a large HTML file from the Learn Basics server,
7

https://bitbucket.org/rijurekha/freebasics_ccr
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over Free Basics connection and normal paid cellular connection respectively. The script trace.py computes throughputs from pcap files generated using tcpdump at the client
and the server sides. The Telenor and Zong folders contain
the CDF of the throughputs, which the plot.gnu script plots
into graphs in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. We do not upload all pcap
files because of their large sizes. In case someone needs the
raw pcap files for regenerating our throughput numbers or
for conducting some other data analysis, please contact any
of the authors for an immediate data exchange.

A.2

Device Characterization

The code and data for the discussions in Section 6 are in
three folders: 1_pcaps_to_useragents, 2_useragents_to_devices
and 3_devices_to_capabilities.
The script country_useragents.py in 1_pcaps_to_useragents
takes the raw pcap files (example file trace_20160802.pcap)
as input, to extract the country and the user agents and generate learnbasics.txt and newsbugle.txt as output.
The user agents are taken in 2_useragents_to_devices, to
produce the output sorted-freq-mobile-devices.txt, after mapping the user agents into mobile devices and sorting and enu-
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merating unique mobile devices. The auto_device_detect.py
script inside each sub-folder for all and Pakistan specific user
agents, processes the user-agents.txt files and maps the user
agents to mobile devices using the Scientia Mobile website8 .
In 3_devices_to_capabilities folder, list contains the names
of 34 mobile device vendors, predominant among the mapped
devices. The links/ sub-folder contains 34 text files, one for
each vendor. These vendorlinks.txt files were created using
https://magic.import.io/. We manually gave import.io any
website (e.g. http://www.imei.info/phonedatabase/2-phonesalcatel/). import.io automatically crawled all pages under
that page to get all the links, which we saved in the text file.
The script fetcher.py takes each link in vendorlinks.txt and
downloads the webpage in a temporary folder. fetcher.sh
calls fetcher.py for each vendor. The script filler.py takes
each webpage (contains details for a particular device model)
and extracts specified capability features. Sample outputs
are in the device_capability/ sub-folder. Filler.sh calls filler.py
for each vendor. The graphs in Section 6 are drawn using the
capabilities information of the devices thus extracted.
8

http://tools.scientiamobile.com/
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